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Glenn Beck Quotes

       You know, we all have our inner demons. I, for one - I can't speak for
you, but I'm on the verge of moral collapse at any time. It can happen
by the end of the show. 
~Glenn Beck

What we don't have a right to is healthcare, housing, or handouts. We
don't have those rights. 
~Glenn Beck

Girl, you better check yourself before you wreck yourself! 
~Glenn Beck

Good for you, you have a heart, you can be a liberal. Now, couple your
heart with your brain, and you can be a conservative. 
~Glenn Beck

Sometimes the hardest part of the journey is believing you're worthy of
the trip. 
~Glenn Beck

The shadows are only the darkest when the light is at its brightest. 
~Glenn Beck

The moment you stop worrying about success is when success will
happen. 
~Glenn Beck

Whoever thought a tiny candy bar should be called fun size was a
moron. 
~Glenn Beck

If you have a priest that is pushing social justice, go find another parish.
Go alert your bishop. 
~Glenn Beck
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All men are created equal. It is what you do from there that makes the
difference. We are all free agents in life. We make our own decisions.
We control our own destiny. 
~Glenn Beck

People should be free, people should be unencumbered by regulation
as much as possible, that big government always goes corrupt and the
truth shall always set you free. 
~Glenn Beck

Everyone needs a place where they can go to just ponder for a while.
Silence is important; it's the only time you can hear the whispering of
truth. 
~Glenn Beck

Besides, life isn't meant to be safe. It's only in our mistakes, our errors,
and our faults that we grow and truly live. 
~Glenn Beck

The worst is still ahead of us. But no one in Washington has the spine
to tell you that. 
~Glenn Beck

We're giving our freedoms away. The American experiment was about
freedom. Freedom to be stupid, freedom to fail, freedom to succeed. 
~Glenn Beck

Timothy McVeigh was a coward. Violence is the stupid way out. It'll
discredit any real legitmate movement. 
~Glenn Beck

I don't fancy myself a political commentator. I hate politics. I hate it. 
~Glenn Beck
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Political Correctness doesn't change us, it shuts us up. 
~Glenn Beck

When I see a 9/11 victim family on television, or whatever, I'm just like,
'Oh shut up' I'm so sick of them because they're always complaining. 
~Glenn Beck

The most used phrase in my administration if I were to be President
would be 'What the hell you mean we're out of missiles?' 
~Glenn Beck

Hello, my name is the republican party, and I have a problem. I am
addicted to spending and the government - and a big government. I
would like one of them just to stand up and say that. 
~Glenn Beck

Capitalists, if you think that you can play footsies with these people,
you're wrong. They will come for you and drag you into the streets and
kill you. 
~Glenn Beck

What is the point of competing for a trophy if everyone gets a trophy? 
~Glenn Beck

I want you [Sarah Palin] to know you have my support. But please look
into protection for your family. An attempt on you could bring the
republic down. 
~Glenn Beck

You must see yourself as guardian, somebody who will preserve what
is true and pass it on. Be a guardian. We don't need militants or
revolutionaries. We need guardians. We need leaders. 
~Glenn Beck
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It's a real blessing for me to tell you, sir, that calvary has arrived - Fox is
here! 
~Glenn Beck

I was still searching for someone to blame for my suffering. I really
wanted someone to transfer my hate to, so that I could stop hating
myself. 
~Glenn Beck

Advocating through art is known as propaganda. You should look up
the name Goebbels. 
~Glenn Beck

Progressivism is the cancer in America, and it is eating our
Constitution. It was designed to eat the Constitution, to progress past
the Constitution. 
~Glenn Beck

The majority does not rule in America, but the minority shouldn't hijack
it. And it's because we're afraid. They have isolated us and made us
feel as though we're alone. We're not. 
~Glenn Beck

The 99 percent of those people who voted for Donald Trump are not
Alt-righters. They are not racists. They've never even heard of the
word. 
~Glenn Beck

I am a conservative, but I am not a zombie. 
~Glenn Beck

To restore America we need less Marx and more Madison. 
~Glenn Beck
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Application of your faith will change your life 
~Glenn Beck

When did it become something of shame or ridicule to be a self-made
man in America? 
~Glenn Beck

Remember, beneath every cynic there lies a romantic, and probably an
injured one. 
~Glenn Beck

This is the disease in America. It's not just spending. It's not just taxes.
It's not just corruption. It is progressivism. And it is in both Parties. It is
in the Republicans and the Democrats. 
~Glenn Beck

When did it become a problem to be a small businessman and become
successful? The small businessman - like my father, or like me? 
~Glenn Beck

Please stop teaching my children that everyone gets a trophy just for
participating. What is this, the Nobel Prize? Not everybody gets a
trophy. 
~Glenn Beck

No one is guaranteed happiness. You can pursue it, but if you happen
to find success along the way on that road to happiness, Conservatives
believe you should not be demonized or penalized for it. 
~Glenn Beck

Following the herd is fine, until they all run off the side of a cliff together.

~Glenn Beck
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Live the principles and the values. Almost nobody in America is living
them. Learn the truth. Live the life of our founders. Be a decent,
righteous, forthright honest man or woman. 
~Glenn Beck

Without failure there is no sweetness in success. There's no
understanding of it. 
~Glenn Beck

Every time the government grows we lose more of who we are. 
~Glenn Beck

Not a single time have we gotten a right from Congress or from the
President. We get them from God. 
~Glenn Beck

I don't agree with the Black Lives Matter organizers. They are stated as
anti-capitalists. And it's much more than just the police to them. It's
about changing society entirely. 
~Glenn Beck

Americans also don't need to be taught how to give. We don't need to
be taught how to take care of each other or how to be charitable. 
~Glenn Beck

I have not heard people in the Republican Party yet admit that they
have a problem. And when they do say that they have a problem I don't
know that I believe 'em. 
~Glenn Beck

You can either complain about how hard your life is, or you can realize
that only you are responsible for it. 
~Glenn Beck
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I don't feel comfortable voting for Hillary Clinton. 
~Glenn Beck

Good Old Socialism ... Raping The Pocketbooks Of The Rich To Give
To The Poor. 
~Glenn Beck

We have a president who apparently loves instability and revolution,
and that is the antithesis of those two words, Social Security. 
~Glenn Beck

Somehow I understood without the storm I couldn't know myself. 
~Glenn Beck

Faith, hope and charity - faith, hope and charity - those are the tools
God gave me. Ad I keep circling around it. 
~Glenn Beck

We're living in such a fantasy world where nothing makes sense
anymore. 
~Glenn Beck

I feel like the world of Blade Runner makes more sense than this one. 
~Glenn Beck

When you choose the path, you choose the destination. 
~Glenn Beck

If you don't find a leader, perhaps it is because you were meant to lead.

~Glenn Beck

Question with boldness, hold to the truth, and speak without fear. 
~Glenn Beck
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If I'm ever in a weird car accident, or I commit suicide or something,
after the media stops celebrating my death, could they check into it?
Because I'm not suicidal. And I'm a pretty good driver. 
~Glenn Beck

I don't feel comfortable voting for Donald Trump. 
~Glenn Beck

If you log onto this (Cars.gov) at your home, everything in your home is
now theirs. 
~Glenn Beck

Defeat anger, stop using it as a shield against truth, and you will find
the compassion you need to forgive the people you love. 
~Glenn Beck

For those that think men make progress collectively, I warn you, history
teaches: You couldn't be more wrong. 
~Glenn Beck

I'm a little of everything, a concerned dad, faith-based guy,
businessman, entertainer and journalist. I don't have formal training as
a journalist, but I think that works to my advantage. 
~Glenn Beck

We have allowed the system to be so corrupted that many want justice
to be "empathetic," not blind. 
~Glenn Beck

Always remember where we come from, how we got here, and Who led
us into the warmth of the sunshine. 
~Glenn Beck

A classic liberal is more like a libertarian. I'm sorry. Classic liberal,
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actually, from the 1800s has a totally different meaning than a liberal
who is [modern] classic. 
~Glenn Beck

We're allowed to be ourselves. 
~Glenn Beck

People like me took Donald Trump literally, but never seriously. But his
supporters took him seriously and not literally. 
~Glenn Beck

The president should not be able to make me or you ever worried about
what's going to happen in our personal life. 
~Glenn Beck

Donald Trump is many things, but I don't think he's a racist. 
~Glenn Beck

I don't know which way to take Donald Trump. And only time will tell.
Only time will tell. 
~Glenn Beck

I think that's somewhat of what the left is feeling now - that maybe I'm
alone, and they're not. There are millions of us on the right that feel the
same way. 
~Glenn Beck

What the media is doing is, again, just going after the Democrats and
the Republicans and making it about politics instead of principles. 
~Glenn Beck

I still think that it's time for something that reflects the American people.

~Glenn Beck
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This European and really pro-Russian nationalism is seeping into
America. It's very disturbing. 
~Glenn Beck

We need to start listening to each other and getting out of our own little
labeled bubbles. 
~Glenn Beck

We can't afford any president to fail. 
~Glenn Beck

There are Marxists and there are people that are socialists. But the
label of Marxist takes on a whole new meaning. Even socialist for a
while took on a whole new meaning. 
~Glenn Beck

I want to make sure that everybody understands that the alt-right is
real. It is truly terrifying, in my opinion. 
~Glenn Beck

I do not believe that Donald Trump is a member of the Alt- right. 
~Glenn Beck

I don't think that Donald Trump is a racist. 
~Glenn Beck

The media doesn't have credibility. 
~Glenn Beck

I'm not a white nationalist. 
~Glenn Beck

I'm a guy with a strong political opinion but I'm not a white nationalist. 
~Glenn Beck
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I think the president is a racist. 
~Glenn Beck

They [Democrats in Congress] believe in communism. They believe
and have called for a revolution. You're going to have to shoot them in
the head. But warning, they may shoot you. 
~Glenn Beck

It's a different world we're going into but it's all based on the Internet.
It's all based on these connections. If you start limiting the connections,
you're going backwards as a society. 
~Glenn Beck

I'm thinking about killing Michael Moore, and I'm wondering if I could kill
him myself, or if I would need to hire somebody to do it. 
~Glenn Beck

Whoa... don't go all Kramer on me! 
~Glenn Beck

I don't belong to anything anymore and I want to feel like I belong to
something. 
~Glenn Beck

I think it's been time for a new party. I think it's time for two new parties.
If you watch the Democratic convention, that has become a socialist
party now. 
~Glenn Beck

No matter what Donald Trump says, he has deep socialist leanings.
He's a nationalist and a populist. And throughout history, whenever you
combine those three things it never ends well. 
~Glenn Beck
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Hopefully, Donald Trump's a very practical man. 
~Glenn Beck

We can all live under the Constitution and all express ourself in
radically different ways and not control each other. 
~Glenn Beck

I can't control my own income, I can't control my own destiny, I can't
even control my own farm if I'm a farmer. This is not going to last. 
~Glenn Beck

It is remarkable to me that both parties are so out of touch with the
American people, both Democrats, Republicans and Independents, we
all feel the same way. 
~Glenn Beck

I don't belong to anything, nobody's listening to me and I don't have any
levers that control my own life. 
~Glenn Beck

I would like a practical president, but I would like to be able to have his
practicality based on principles, and not just who - I mean the room
with. 
~Glenn Beck
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